Design truly flexible
office spaces
The new Unica range

se.com/unica

Workspaces that work
How do you create a fully functional workspace?
A bit of imagination and creatively designed products
can help. Unica – together with Unica System+
and OptiLine 45 – is ready for the challenge.

A full portfolio
Unica, Unica System+, and OptiLine 45 help you bring reliable, flexible power and multimedia access
to every corner of the office with:
• A complete range of functions
• Innovative solutions for cable management and electrical connectivity
• A trunking system with direct clipping-in of functional modules
In our workspace solutions, style meets function as an equal. Created by the award-winning designers
at Schneider Electric, the ranges offer an ergonomic design that’s both subtle and stylish, with clever
details that add a touch of character and extra convenience.
Unica, Unica System+, and OptiLine 45 bring you the flexibility and ingenuity to elevate your office
designs from work-ready to future-ready.

A floor-to-ceiling offer
Whether your customer is working in a small studio or a massive office building, with our workspacededicated portfolio you can design spaces which are fully functional, from floor to ceiling.
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Wiring devices

Horizontal and
vertical workstations

Trunking

Floor sockets and boxes

Stand-alone desk units

Modular desk units

Poles and posts

Cable management
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Find the right style
Unica wiring devices bring balance to form
and function, helping you enhance the style
of any workspace.

Unica Studio
Unica Studio

Unica Studio

Unica Studio

White

Beige

Aluminium

Unica Studio

Unica Studio Metal

Unica Studio Metal

Anthracite

Copper

White aluminum

The Unica Studio range provides
a selection of signature rounded
frames to easily match different
types of interiors, from minimalist
to traditional. Made from highperformance thermoplastic, the
frames are robust and long lasting.
The Unica Studio range comes in
two versions.
Single-volume frames are
available in solid colors (white,
beige, aluminum, and anthracite).
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Unica Studio Metal

Unica Studio Metal

Unica Studio Metal

Dark aluminum

Gold

Bronze

Unica Studio Color

Unica Studio Color

Unica Studio Color

White

Beige

Light grey

Unica Studio Color

Unica Studio Color

Unica Studio Color

Taupe

Plum

Red

Unica Studio Color

Unica Studio Color

Unica Studio Color

Dark grey

Chocolate

Light green

The double-skin version has
frames composed of a colored or
metal layer over a white, beige, or
anthracite base (Unica Studio Color
and Unica Studio Metal).
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Unica Pure
Unica Pure

Unica Pure

Unica Pure

Translucid white

Glass frosted black

Glass frosted white

Exquisite materials – wood, slate,
glass, rubber, metal – provide an array
of finishings fit for premium interiors.
Unica Pure frames rest on a
sculpted ledge – either white or
anthracite, depending on the color
of the faceplate – to create
a captivating look.

Unica Pure

Unica Pure

Unica Pure

Slate

Aluminium

Rubber

Unica Pure

Unica Pure

Nordic wood

Oak wood

Unica Pro
Unica Pro

Unica Pro

Unica Pro

White

Black

Aluminium

The Unica Pro range provides
the perfect balance of style and
functionality. Its signature design, with
a ring surrounding the frame, makes
the frames stand out from the wall and
adds a smooth, light perception to
them. Available in white, aluminum, and
anthracite, Unica Pro frames fit a range
of interior designs.
What’s more, the inclined top and
bottom edges of the frame prevent
the accumulation of dust and make it
difficult for non-professionals to remove
the switch from the wall, helping to
improve safety in the workplace.
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Tailor the workspace
to your client
The Unica range provides the full scope of functions
needed in a modern office. Socket outlets, network
connectivity, multimedia outlets, and more.
What your client needs, Unica delivers.
Single, double, and triple
socket outlets
A selection of different outlet configurations lets you
flexibly adapt to customer demands. Choose from
socket outlets with screw and screwless mounting
and double socket outlets with an IPT connection.
All are simple to install. Color options are available.

Surface-mounted socket outlets
For areas with no dust allowed, surface-mounted
sockets are a perfect choice. With an enhanced
design, the outlets have a sleeker look for
improved workspace aesthetics.
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Motion sensor

Rotary dimmer

Light control functions

Network connectivity

Rotary and pushbutton LED dimmers enable
your customers to adjust the brightness of
lights in areas like meeting rooms.

The full Unica network connectivity offer works with
any Schneider Electric S-One connector and is also
compatible with Keystone and SYSTIMAX connectors.
Available in different sizes and two versions, inclined
and flat, the modules can fit any application. Narrow
modules are available in 45x45 mm size and standard
modules in 45x90 mm size perfect for vertical workstations
or poles and posts.

Motion sensors installed in areas like corridors
or toilets help ensure the lights are on only
when needed.

Workstation flush

For more energy savings, a programmable
timer can be used to switch off office devices,
such as printers, during non-working hours.
With a broad selection of modules,
you can easily find a solution for a
specific application.

A complete offer for USB charging
From devices dedicated to USB charging to regular
sockets with in-built USB slots, the Unica range
provides powerful flexibility.
A quick charger with USB A and C can charge a battery
up to 75 percent in as little as 30 minutes. Two
different slots mean customers can charge diverse types
of devices. The compact design and dual-charging
options help maximize the use of space.

Switches and socket outlets for outdoor and special areas
Unica devices are also available with IP44-rated protection. They have the same stylish appearance as
regular switches and sockets but are more resistant to dust, water, etc.
IP55-rated frames are perfect for bathroom installations, while Unica devices combined with Mureva
Boxes can be used for example in parking lots.

Another space-saving option is a one-module USB
charger that can be used in workstations, for example.
A regular socket outlet with a USB-C port pulls double
duty, powering electrical equipment and charging USB
devices simultaneously.

Multimedia outlets
Unica provides a complete set of multimedia outlets to cover any
functionality needed in a meeting room. The devices are quick and easy
to install and can be seamlessly integrated into the environment.
HDMI Data socket
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Maximized functionality,
minimized space
When space is at a premium and you have
several functions to fit, Unica System+
workstations come to the rescue.
Available in multiple sizes, in vertical or horizontal formats, for flush or surface mounting, these
workstations give you the full flexibility to maximize convenience for office occupants.
Three color options – white (also available in antibacterial finish), aluminum, and anthracite –
perfectly match Unica frames and help you create a uniform interior aesthetic. Unica System+
workstations are compatible with all function inserts offered by the Unica range.

Flush mounting workstation

Flush mounting workstation

Flush mounting workstation

White

Aluminium

Anthracite

Unica System+ workstations are also available in a white antibacterial
finish (find out more in the “Make the office a safer space” section).
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OptiLine 45 trunking: a direct
clip-in solution for Unica

Floor plans with fewer
floor pains

With no adapter needed, sockets fit flat to the
trunking, creating a seamless, highly aesthetic look.

Unica System+ floor sockets and floor boxes
unite ease of installation, flexible functionality, and
user convenience to give your customers more
than they expect.

• Several trunking sizes with single, double, or triple compartments
• The double and triple socket outlets can be easily connected
with a jumper
• Accessories: 90° bends, corners, cable retainers, and more
(all have pre-punched oval wall-mounting holes every 25 cm)
• Finishings: white plastic and anodized aluminum, matching
precisely to Unica finishings

Floor boxes (M, L, XL)
The M, L, and XL floor boxes offer different
frame sizes for different needs. They are available
in both plastic and metal versions to cater to various
floor finishings.
Features include:
•
•
•
•

A rubber cable exit, highly aesthetic and flexible
A robust, kick-safe lid with a reinforced hinge
An ergonomic lid grip for easy opening
Full compatibility with Unica wiring devices

Floor sockets XS
These single-outlet devices come in two shapes,
round and square, and can be installed in raisedaccess or concrete floors.
A 180-degree openable lid facilitates access to the
power outlet, while an ergonomic lid grip increases
convenience.
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It’s all about convenience
Unica System+ desk units add convenience
and connectivity, allowing people to work the
way they choose.
Desk units XS
These extra small desk units feature single socket
outlets, socket outlets integrated with USB, USB-A, and
USB-C ports, as well as a wireless charger.
Available in white and anthracite, they’re pre-wired and
easy to install. The desk units are mounted in 60 mm
holes in desks or tables and can be equipped with a
transparent 180-degree openable lid.

Desk units L
Desk units S
Thanks to an innovative, compact design,
the small desk units provide users with extra
flexibility and mobility.

Large desk units comprise two modules which are
installed both on and under the desk. Smart clamping
ensures that mounting is quick and easy. The under-desk
module is meant for permanently plugged-in devices,
while the on-desk module is for immediate/daily use.
The devices are available in two configurations:

Available in a premium fabric covering, including
the cable, they are beautifully designed and
comfortable to use.
Mounting is equally easy. Small desk units attach to
desk or table surfaces with an integrated, rubbercovered clamp, making the devices easy to use and
facilitating access to power wherever it’s needed.

• 2 socket outlets + 2 USBs (on-desk module), 2 socket
outlets + RJ45 (under-desk module)
• 2 socket outlets + 2 USBs (on-desk module), 2 socket
outlets + 2 USBs (under-desk module)
On-desk modules can be upgraded with additional
functionalities. Two color options are available: white and
anthracite, both in an elegant fabric finishing.

Functions include a socket outlet and USBs
(A and C).
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Enjoy the freedom
to create
With Unica System+ modular units,
you can create exceptionally customized
office interiors.
The devices can be mounted horizontally or vertically, and used both on desks
(Desk Unit M) and on poles and posts.
Made from single pieces of extruded aluminum, Unica System+ units are
available in four finishings: white, white fabric, anthracite, and anthracite fabric.
Function components, based on Unica wiring devices, are fitted into the aluminum
modules with a click. Basic function components include socket outlets, protected
socket outlets, A- and C-type USB slots, and circuit breakers. Advanced function
components feature RJ45, HDMI, and other multimedia sockets, as well as
wireless chargers.
Unica System+ units can be used separately or easily combined. The devices
can be clamped or screw-fixed on the desk or snap-fixed onto the pole or post.
The modular units are designed to be future ready, fully flexible, and easy
to upgrade.
They can be enhanced with convenient office accessories, such as:
•
•
•
•
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Wireless chargers (for desks)
Label holders (for desks, poles, and posts)
Phone holders (for desks)
Desk storage (for desks)
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Take office design
to the next level
Highly aesthetic, movable, and customizable
with different functions and accessories,
Unica System+ poles and posts are an
ingenious solution for modern office interiors.
An innovative construction, based on an aluminum profile with a rubber cable
covering, ensures a clean look without visible wires and enables easy cable re-routing
if needed.
The poles and posts are fully modular and can be further enhanced with a range
of dedicated accessories.

Poles
• For buildings with electrical installation
running in the ceiling
• Modular and customizable
• An Acti9 circuit breaker can be added for
extra safety
• Accessories: table, coat hanger, cable exit

Keep it nice and clean
Create an uncluttered, flexible office space with
Unica System+ cable management accessories.
Grommets

Cable wraps

Grommets fit into the desk
to lead the cables away.
They are mounted in 60 mm
or 80 mm holes and come
in three finishings: black,
white, and aluminum.

The self-closing, wrappable
sleeves keep plugged-in
cables together. The wraps are
available in different sizes, black
and white.

Clamps
Cable clamps help with
routing small bundles
of cables and prevent
tangling. They are fixed
on or under the desk with
adhesive tape and are
available in white.

Floor feeder
The cable-guiding system covers
stand-alone cables for both aesthetic
and safety reasons. The elements
of the feeder are made of solid,
durable materials and can be easily
stretched and extended if needed.
An additional accessory allows the
feeder to be fixed under the desk,
available in black and silver.

Posts
• For buildings with electrical installation
running in the floor
• Modular and customizable
• Two options: with a table or with a handle
• Two colors: anthracite and white
• Accessories: handle, table with a socket or
a wireless charger, wired foot for table
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Make the office
a safer space

Go above and
beyond expectations

With workplace hygiene a key concern, you can
help increase the safety of office occupants with
the new Unica antibacterial range.

Take advantage of the flexibility and high
aesthetics provided by the Unica, Unica System+,
and OptiLine 45 ranges to create truly unique
office interiors.

To enable the range’s antibacterial properties, the raw plastic material has been
enriched with silver ions. All external surfaces of devices are made from antibacterial
material that’s fully compliant with the latest international standard, ISO 22196:2011*.

87%
of tested
bacteria
gone after
8 hours*

With the most comprehensive product portfolio on the market, from switches and sockets to
modular desk units and trunking solutions, you can easily customize your designs to meet and
exceed customer expectations.
Create offices that not only facilitate the work of employees today but also long into the future.

Silver ion technology
Silver ions act as a long-term barrier against
bacteria, stopping their growth and spread.
22196:2011
* Testing done by an
external laboratory.

Unique in the market, the antibacterial range includes a wide variety of functions
needed in an office, from switches and sockets, to workstations and connected
devices. What’s more, you don’t have to compromise on aesthetics for greater safety.
The range features the same elegant design as the regular white Unica devices.

As per ISO 22196:2011
requirement, the
microorganisms tested
were Escherichia coli
and Staphylococcus
aureus.

All products have the antibacterial logo visible.

Other functions
also available in the
antibacterial finishing
Switch

Universal
dimmer
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Shutter control

Flush mounting
workstation
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Explore the full Unica, Unica System+, and OptiLine 45 offers
se.com/unica
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